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protection products as well as other measures that can be taken to reduce floodwater entering the property.
To accompany “Flood Products”, CIRIA has produced a series of advice sheets with more technical
information on improving the flood resistance of buildings.   These will help homeowners and others to
work out the most appropriate approach to improving the flood resilience of any particular property.  The
advice sheets are also useful to when instructing builders, surveyors and other specialist contractors.

HR Wallingford has developed “Publicly Available Specifications” (PAS) under a British Standards
Institute (BSI) “Kitemark” scheme for assessing flood products against selected loading conditions.  The
PAS can now be used in conjunction with a test facility at HR Wallingford and a factory assessment scheme
to check on manufacturing standards.  Product certification through the scheme now provides assurance
to users of flood protection products that these have been independently tested and manufactured in
accordance with the specification.

A pilot project is being carried out in 2003/04 in the Severn Valley to consider and trial in an operational
context the potential options and activities for using local flood protection to reduce flood risk to existing
property.  This will contribute to the development of an overall strategy for its use.  See Technical
Summary W5B-071/3/TS.  

----------------------------------------------------------------

This R&D Technical Summary relates to R&D Project W5A-071 and the following R&D outputs:

• R&D Publication W5-071/HQP  Flood Products - Using flood protection products - A guide for
homeowners  Published May 2003 by CIRIA / Environment Agency
www.environment-agency.gov.uk/floodline

• BSI Publicly Available Specification (PAS) 1188  Flood protection products - Part 1: Building
apertures, and Part 2: Temporary and demountable products.  Published 19th May 2003 
Further information available from BSI website www.bsi-global.com/kitemark

• CIRIA advice sheets on How to improve the flood resistance of your home  Published on web  May
2003 available at www.ciria.org/flooding/advice_sheets.html

Publication: Internal Status:   Release to Regions with separate AMS guidance
External Status:  Released to Public Domain 

Project Manager:    Roy Stokes,  Environment Agency Midland Region 

Research Contractors: CIRIA, 6 Storey’s Gate, Westminster, London SW1P 3AU   www.ciria.org
 HR Wallingford, Howbery Park, Wallingford, Oxon OX10 8BA www.hrwallingford.co.uk

The above outputs are available on the Joint Defra / Environment Agency Flood and Coastal Defence R&D
Programme webpages (www.environment-agency.gov.uk/floodresearch).  Copies are held by all EA
Regional Information Centres.  The CIRIA / EA booklets giving advice on flooding are also available
through the Environment Agency’s 24-hour “Floodline” (Tel UK only:  0845 988 1188) and on-line at
www.environment-agency.gov.uk/floodline

The BSI Publicly Available Specifications must be purchased through BSI Customer Services  (Tel: +44
(0)20 8996 9001;  Fax: +44 (0)20 8996 7001;  Email: orders@bsi-global.com.) 

For further information on CIRIA and HR Wallingford flood programmes contact their project managers
- Craig Elliot at CIRIA (Tel  +44 (0)20 – 7828 4441) or Pam Bowker at HR Wallingford (Tel  +44 (0)1491
- 835381).
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